Übersetzung der Sechs Goldenen Regeln zum Reinigen allgemein, in der Küche und im Bad und
WC vom FORUM WASCHEN in die englische Sprache!

SIX GOLDEN RULES
… for cleaning in general (6 Goldene Regeln zum Reinigen allgemein)
1. Choose cleaning agents according to the type of soiling (e.g. fat or limescale) and the
surface material. Follow the manufacturer’s dosage instructions (take into account the
yield of concentrated products!).
2. Always keep cleaning products in their original containers – to prevent mix-ups.
3. Generally use cold water in cleaning activities; use hot water only to remove heavy
greasy dirt.
4. Use separate cleaning textiles (e.g. sponges and cloths) for kitchen and bathroom and
also for the various areas (e.g. sinks, floors, toilets, wash basins).
5. Do not use scrub sponges to clean plastic surfaces (e.g. shower cabins) or sensitive
stainless steel surfaces (e.g. refrigerator doors).
6. Regularly remove strainers from water taps to remove limescale. Use sink strainers to
prevent clogging.
… for the cleaning of kitchens (6 Goldene Regeln zum Reinigen in der Küche)
1. Tidy refrigerators at least once per month and clean them – also inside.
2. Clean cooking stoves and baking ovens immediately after cooling. Also clean exhaust
hoods regularly.
3. Regularly remove lime scale from water kettles and coffee machines.
4. Keep worktops free and clean.
5. Clean food cabinets at least twice a year, check them for pests, check the storage life of
foods, use food containers with tight seals if possible.
6. Empty and clean waste bins regularly.
… for the cleaning of bathrooms and toilets (6 Goldene Regeln zum Reinigen in Bad und WC)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dry showers and bath tubs after use with a cloth or a squeegee.
Do not throw waste, food leftovers or personal hygiene articles in toilets.
Clean toilets regularly and thoroughly, e.g. also under the edge of toilet bowls.
Clean toilet brushes regularly (e.g. by allowing cleaning products in siphon water to act
on the toilet brushes).
5. Usually, it is not necessary to disinfect bathrooms and toilets.
6. Hang towels in airy space – to enable fast drying.
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